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William B Eerdmans Publishing Co. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Not Exactly
Normal, Devin Brown, Todd Farrel attends tiny St. Luke's Episcopal School in rural New England.
Each year, the sixth graders finish winter term with their big social studies reports. Wanting to make
his report something special this year, Todd finally decides to write about mystical experiences -
something definitely not normal. After doing some research, Todd determines that he needs to have
his own mystical experience. While practicing soccer with his best friend, Nitro, listening to an
unusual teacher who encourages original thinking, and giving in to his curiosity about Leda, the
intelligent but unusual (in Todd's opinion) girl from California, Todd discovers some pretty
extraordinary aspects to life in his ordinary world. "Not Exactly Normal" is a book about being
different and about fitting in, about accepting the differences of others and seeing ways that
everyone is alike. It will challenge readers' assumptions and help them look at the world and their
lives in new ways.
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Very beneficial to all of category of folks. We have read through and i am sure that i will going to read once again once again in the future. Your daily life
span will probably be change when you full reading this pdf.
-- Am elia  Roob DDS-- Am elia  Roob DDS

Simply no words and phrases to spell out. it was writtern extremely perfectly and useful. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Pr of . Ma udie Ziem a nn-- Pr of . Ma udie Ziem a nn
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